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A. Executive Summary 
 
‘Plant Science Gardens’ was a project started on 15th of October 2005 and completed with 
the launch of the ‘Plant Scientists Investigate…at school and at the botanic garden ’  
website and the publication of both printed and CR-Rom resource materials on 14th of 
December 2007.  
 
Five partners across Europe, funded by the 6th Framework Project of the EU, joined forces 
to develop and produce the project resource and to build a strong network of educators and 
scientists for future projects. The project partners were led by the University of Innsbruck, 
Institute of Botany in Austria (LFU) and included; the University Botanic Garden, Sofia 
in Bulgaria (UBG); the Museum of Natural Sciences, Trento in Italy (MTSN); and the 
University of London, Institute of Education (IOE) and Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 
(KEW), both in the UK. The project was initiated to encourage and help primary age 
schoolchildren across Europe, in particular those in the project partner countries, to use an 
enquiry based approach to science. It also seeks to enhance young people’s interest in 
science, science education and scientific careers as well as support European Union 
policy aimed at promoting sustainable development.  
 
National working groups were initiated in all four participating countries. These national 
working groups consisted of teachers, head teachers, representatives of the national school 
authorities and botanic garden educators. They met on a regular basis and will now continue 
to disseminate project results after the project has ended on 14th of December 2007. 
 
The enquiry based teaching and learning activities are focussed on plants – their 
growth, their importance economically and culturally and the need for their conservation. 
Currently science teachers around the globe tend to emphasise animal biology – feeling less 
than confident teaching about plants and their habitats. However, in today’s world of climate 
change and loss of our natural resources, it is vital that plant science and the need for 
conservation are both understood and engaged in. This lack of knowledge and confidence in 
teaching the subject was highlighted by teachers themselves during the initial stages of the 
project, when teachers across Europe were consulted about their understanding of plant 
science and what resource they would like to help them teach it better. 
 
Teachers expressed a keen desire for a product that they could pick up and use 
instantly, specifying; resources that they could utilise in school and outdoors; enough 
background information to support them in their teaching; and materials that were interesting 
and stimulating for the students. The topics they were most interested in were food, 
conservation, plants in everyday life and culture and plant ecology and growth. To ensure 
that the project developed materials would work well in the classroom, the materials were 
tried and tested by teachers ‘at the chalk face’ in each country and the project was 
supported by local, regional and national curriculum advisors. The partnership with the 
Institute of Education in the UK particularly facilitated materials that encouraged a ‘hands-
on, brains-on’  approach to the pedagogy, integrating methodology that would help the 
development of critical thinking skills e.g. argumentation and discussion, and materials to 
encourage  children to really ‘work like scientists’.  
 
Plants offer an exciting resource for teaching and are accessible, safe and easy to explore. 
Across Europe, botanic gardens hold amazing collections of plants, as well as having 
expertise and knowledge about the world of plants, their uses and their habitats. These 
locations offer a wealth of resources for the teaching of science and need to be more widely 
used. The botanic garden partners provided the project with innovative and engaging 
activities, along with supporting background information to help teachers in their delivery of 
the primary science curriculum. These resources are aimed at enhancing the interaction 
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between schools and their local botanic garden or nearby natural resource area, and 
encouraging teachers and their classes to work closely with their local centre.  
 
The materials in this website are the culmination of this EU project.  They provide over 40 
activity modules and have been set out in an easily useable way, listing the time and 
equipment needed, giving a step by step teaching sequence, providing images and further 
background information and guidelines on any further available resources. To read about 
how the project developed, how teacher training seminars can be facilitated and about the 
background research that was done as the project progressed, you can find out more by 
exploring the resources under ‘Info’ in each of the language options.  
 
What actions will take place beyond the end of the project?  
 
Dissemination activities exceeded all expectation. The programme was not just presented at 
the two international conferences as proposed,  but at well over 20 national and international 
conferences and meetings in the UK, Sweden, Romania, Italy, South Africa, Austria, 
Portugal,  Bulgaria, Spain, Poland and Thailand.  (see Deliverable 5.1. Dissemination report) 
 
The feedback from this highly diverse audience was very positive and enthusiastic and 
certainly encouraged people to ask if they may be considered as potential partners in future 
collaborative projects. The requests came not only from potential partners within the 
collaborating project partner countries but from further afield e.g. staff in organisations in 
Spain, Sweden, Portugal, Germany and Belgium.  
 
Because dissemination activities have already been commenced throughout the duration of 
the project, all these activities will now provide a solid basis for further implementation. The 
national groups, as mentioned above, as well as Botanic Gardens will play a crucial role in 
this process. The international networks including Botanic Gardens Conservation 
International (BGCI), BGEN and EBGEN have disseminated the information about the 
teaching material now available to all their partners around the world (over 1000). Each 
participating botanic garden has also developed a broad network of potential users in their 
own country throughout the duration of the project. They are now able to utilise these 
networks and to work on the sustainable implementation of the developed teaching 
resources (see Dissemination report). 
 
Whereas Botanic Garden educators are already well organized within a national network in 
the UK (BGEN) and a world wide network of botanic garden educators has been established 
through BGCI continental Europe is lacking this vital support. A European network (EBGEN) 
was founded through the auspices of this project to support and enhance collaboration 
across Central Europe. . This network will now be able to develop and sustain the project 
outcomes (and other vital science communication activities) disseminating and implementing 
the work.  
 
Key to the sustainability of the project is the fact that the project has been taken as 
‘exemplar’ in the fight for the conservation of our plant resources. Cited by “Planta Europa” in 
their review of the European Plant Conservation Strategy: Progress and Challenges, the 
project is highlighted for awareness raising and its educational potential.  
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B. Project Execution 

1. Project Goals: 
  
The PlasciGardens project was designed : 
 
?  to establishment new ways of teaching plant science at primary schools through 

providing a multilingual, multicultural Plant Science Education Tool (PSG) called 
“Plant Science Gardens Volume 1: Plant Diversity” to be implemented in primary school 
curricula in Europe.  

 This tool champions plant diversity and will engage and support children and teachers in 
learning more about plants living not only in their local area but in four different European 
countries. It draws attention to how rich and unique European vegetation is and points 
out the necessity of scientific research to learn more about the role plants play in their 
ecosystems.  

 “It will include four parts: a Teachers’ Pack, Botanic Garden Activities, Teachers’ 
Resources and a manual for both Teacher Training and Botanic Garden Educator 
Seminars”. 

   
? to catch young people’s interest in plant science matters by providing enquiry centred 

learning activities to be done at school and at botanic gardens. First hand experiences 
will introduce primary school children to the fascinating world of science and will raise 
their interest in learning more about science in general and plant science in particular.  

      Work package 3 Use, Testing and Evaluation (month 13-21) will concentrate on getting 
information about how participating children and teachers experience plants and science 
while using the PSG tool. Primary school children (approximately 450 in four countries) 
and their teachers will be asked to fill out a questionnaire addressing aspects of their 
experiences during the project.. 

      Analysis of these questionnaires will be an important aspect in Work package 5 
Adaptation. The questionnaire and the analysis will be part of the final review in month 24 
 

? to draw attention to the value of partnerships between primary schools, botanic gardens 
and national education authorities in providing a pool of resources for improving plant 
science education in primary school. Such partnerships will serve as examples for other 
European countries in how to use botanic gardens as teaching resources..   

      Work package 5 Dissemination (month 0-24) will be dedicated to publicizing this 
objective. Leaflets and posters about the PSG Tool will be sent to Botanic Gardens, 
School boards and informal education organisations in the participating countries (a list of 
people and organisations approached will be part of the dissemination review in month 
24). The project will also be presented at meetings and congresses (congress papers 
and abstracts will be part of the dissemination review in month 24) and informal 
education organisation may order a paper copy (a list of ordered copies will be part of the 
dissemination review in month 24). 
 

? to provide in depth information about the current position of plant science education in 
Europe including, new member states as well as candidate states. 

      Work package 1 Analyse (month 1-5) recounts these data. Outcomes will be presented in 
the Report about the current position (month 5) 
 

? to establish European wide partnerships between botanic garden educators, to learn 
from each other and to work as an international team to improve plant science education 
in Europe including new member states as well as candidate states. 
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      Work package 5 Dissemination (month 0-24) will also concentrate on these aspects. 
Therefore the BGEN annual meeting of Botanic Garden educators and the BGCI´s 6th 
International Congress on Education in Botanic Gardens will be attended by working 
group leaders. Congress abstracts and papers will be part of the dissemination review 
sent to the EU Commission in month 24 

 

2. Progress toward these objectives: 
 

2.1. A multilingual, multicultural Plant Science Education Tool (PSG) was created: 
 
The final enquiry based teaching and learning resources are named: 
 

“Plant scientists investigate … at school and at the Botanic Garden. 
 
Two parts have been published: 
 
1. Teaching and Learning Part: Teacher Resources, Teaching Material, Botanic Garden 

Activities 
2. Teacher Training Part: Manual for Teacher and Botanic Garden Educator Training 

Seminars 
 

2.2. Where are these resources available: 
 
- Book and CD-ROM - version 
 
The teaching tool for primary school teachers as well as botanic garden educators is 
available as a printed book as well as a CD-Rom version in four languages:  
 German 
 Italian 
 English 
 Bulgarian 
 
The four coloured “Plant scientists investigate .. “- book has about 235 pages and includes a 
CD Rom with pdf versions of each module and extra teaching material which is also available 
on the website. The book is given to teachers who attend Plant Scientists Investigate teacher 
training courses. 
 
The CD Rom was also handed out as an individual item to schools and teachers who prefer 
to work with computers. 
 
- Website: www.plantscafe.net - version 
  
All these teaching resources are available as pdf. downloads on the www.plantscafe.net 
website, which in addition provides a lot of extra teaching material (labelled as a Media 
Gallery), which could not be put in the book due to limited space.  
 
- Manual for teacher training seminars – website Version 
 
The manual for teacher training seminars is published separately on the website 
(www.plantscafe.net – info: Educator training) 
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2.3. Teaching materials are organized in four Chapters? 
 

Four topics had been selected by the consortium according to outcomes a teachers quairy 
run in all participating countries 
 
These topics  are:  
 
Topic Partner responsible 
How plants live (Photosynthesis/Ecology) University of Innsbruck, Austria (LFU) 
Plants in Art University of Sofia, Bulgaria (UBG) 
Conservation and Biodiversity Naturally History Museum, Trento, Italy (MTSN) 
Food   Institute of education, London, UK (IOE) 

Royal botanic Gardens Kew, London , UK (KEW) 
 
The final “Plants scientists inverstigate…” addresses these four topics - each is linked to a 

particular color on the website. They are named as such: 
 

Experimenting with plants (Green) offers children the opportunity to work like 
scientists and learn about how plant growth is important for understanding life 
processes.  
 
In Food (Orange) pupils learn that food from plants is crucial for human health, the 
environment and sustainable development 
 
Plants in Art (Blue) invites children to acknowledge the inspiration for art, and shows 
how creativity and science comes from the “green magic” of plant diversity 
 
Conservation (Red) aims to encourage an understanding that the danger of 
extinction requires active engagement in conservation and encourages stewardship 
of plants. 

 
2.4. Chapters include a range of inquiry based learning modules 
 
The planned total of 40 modules (10 for each topic) was increased and is now 44 modules. 
 
Each module provides background information, teaching aims, teaching sequences, 
additional information on what resources are needed and photocopyable activity sheets and 
learning games. (Work package 2). 

 
Modules conducted at the Botanic Garden are included and match the modules done at the 
school. 
 
All working groups did a final version of their own topic in their own language and in English 
and translated the English version of the other three topics into their own language. They 
also translated all the extra material which was put on the website under “Media Gallery” and 
on the CD.  
 
2.5. Enquiry based learning 
 
All 44 modules include a huge range of different teaching strategies and techniques such as 
experiments, learning games, concept cartoons, argumentation activities, role play, group 
work, working in pairs or individually, horticultural activities, observation activities, working 
indoor and out doors. First hand experience and enquiry centred learning are emphasized. 
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In addition to the prior stated objectives resources now also include activities to help children 
“work like scientists” and to explore the nature of science through a range of topics and 
investigative activities. The pack helps teachers and children to make the best use of the out 
door classroom.  
 

3. Internal Evaluation 
 
To ensure that the project developed materials would work well in the classroom, the 
materials were tried and tested by teachers ‘at the chalk face’ in each country and the project 
was supported by local, regional and national curriculum advisors.  
The partnership with the Institute of Education in the UK particularly facilitated materials that 
encouraged a ‘hands-on, brains-on’ enquiry approach to the pedagogy, integrating 
methodology that would help the development of critical thinking skills e.g. argumentation 
and discussion, and materials to encourage  children to really ‘work like scientists’. 
Partners evaluation report are available on the website clicking on the “info” button – 
choosing “evaluation” : http://www.plantscafe.net/en/info/module6.htm. 

4. Implementation on the national level 
 
All four countries established national working groups (Work package 1 Analysis of the 
current situation: objective 1) and are working with these people regularly. Teachers, head 
teachers and representatives of the national school boards were informed about the progress 
of project. They provided helpful suggestions in structuring the modules and adapting the 
programme to the requirements of teachers and authorities. They functioned and will function 
as a multiplier in getting information about the project outcomes to their colleagues and the 
public). 
 

5. Implementation on the European level 
 
As mentioned above we went to various meetings and congresses within the 26 month  to 
inform teachers, school representatives and botanic garden educators about the project and 
to present first results. Many teacher and botanic garden educator training seminars had 
been held already (Annex 1 Dissemination report D. 5.1.) 
 
While talking to Botanic Garden Educators and other representatives of Botanic Gardens in 
Central and Eastern Europe we realized the urgency of establishing a Continental European 
Network dedicated to environmental and botanical garden education in particular to help 
educators to get in contact with each other and develop their teaching further. This network 
should function as a platform to distribute knowledge, experience and teaching materials 
within the European Environmental and Botanic Garden Educator community. 
 
Presenting our idea about EBGEN (Environmental and Botanic Garden Education Network) 
at the BGCI´s 6th International Congress on Education in Botanic Gardens (10th – 14th 
September 2006) and the International Congress of Mountain and Arctic Botanical Gardens 
in Lautaret (6th – 9th. September 2006) we got enthusiastic feedback from the educator 
community and learned that an education network should not concentrate on the central and 
eastern European part in particular but should be open for environmental educators from all 
European member states. 
 
We organized several activities within the second half of the project to get the EBGEN 
Network started. After this pilot year we hope that a solid foundation will be established to 
continue the work started.  
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Main duties and responsibilities the network administration will overtake are:  
           Organize an annual conference. 

     Organize at least one training day each year  
     Distribute information, teaching materials etc amongst network members 
     Launch joint projects and activities 
 

Within the last 12 month Botanic Garden educators met three times to talk about how an 
EBGEN network look like und to learn from each other. A meeting was organized to present 
the new “Plant Scientists Investigate.. “teaching resources in particular in October 2007.  
(Annex 5: EBGEN). 
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5. Supplementary work done  
 
5.1. Teachers Survey: 
 
Deliverable:1.1. includes a collection of data analysed to get an overview of the current 
position in plant science education at primary school level as well as in Central and Eastern 
European Botanic Gardens. A questionnaire was developed and about 160 primary school 
teachers were asked for background information. We also looked at national curricula and 
tried to find overlapping topics to make the PSG usable for as many European countries as 
possible. 
The topics were adapted to teachers needs expressed in the questionnaire and the modules 
were structured accordingly. 
 

5.2. Botanic Garden Survey: 
 
Botanic Gardens in Central and Eastern Europe where either contacted personally or via a 
second questionnaire asking for information about educational activities run by the gardens 
(Data available in Deliverable 1.1. see also Annual Report) 
 
5.3. A lesson to be learned 
 
While we presented the “How plants make their living” part at the IMST³ meeting (an annual 
conference, focusing on innovations in mathematics, sciences and IT teaching) in September 
2006 in Vienna, we learned how innovative our teaching attitude was particularly in Austrian. 
Teacher training institutions like the “Pädagogische Akademie in Kärnten, Salzburg and 
Graz” asked for the teaching resources to train teachers working with inquiry centred 
teaching methods. We did various presentations in 2007. 
 
During the 6th Annual International BGEN Conference we attended in September 2006 we 
learned a lot more about the state of the art in European Botanic Gardens. We had to realize 
that Botanic Garden Education as developed in the UK is starting to grow in continental 
Europe right now. Many Botanic Gardens are trying to establish botanic garden education 
activities because they see how important education will be to meet their official targets. The 
Plant Science Education Tool is awaited eagerly. 

Two articles were handed in at the ESERA Conference (European Science Education 
Research Association), very positive reviewed and presented at the 7th ESERA Conference 
(21th – 25th of August 2007). We got very positive feedback after these two presentations.  

5.4. We won a price 
 
The Austrian part: Experiments with plant grows was awarded with the IMST Award 2007 
evaluated by an external committee consisting of stakeholders of the science education 
research community, science teachers and the industry. (See Annex 2 Evaluation Report 
Page 152) 
 
The committee evaluated 91 innovative projects in Austrian science teaching under the 
criteria: 
 

- Innovative character of the idea 

- Implementation of the innovation 
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- Sustainability of the innovation 

- Consideration of gender sensitivity and gender mainstreaming 

- Formative and summative evaluation of the project 

The Plant Scientist Investigate project (the materials developed, the evaluation and the 
successful implementation into the Austrian initial teacher training) was chosen as the most 
innovative project in Austrian science teaching in 2007 and awarded with the IMST 
(Innovations in mathematic and science teaching) Award 2007. 
 


